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Abstract. Exposure Therapy (ET) is one of the most widely-used methods for
treating Specific Phobias, and, over the past few years, Virtual Reality (VR) has
contributed significantly in this field, since the birth of what we call “Virtual
Reality ET” (VRET). However, VR systems used in VRET so far do not fully
integrate ET characteristics; the reason behind this is that they do not provide
sufficient, or occasionally not any at all, interaction with the feared stimulus,
which is a key factor for full ET implementation. Objective: The aim of our study
is to propose a way to include natural interaction between the patient and the
system during the treatment procedure. Method: We propose an addition to
current session protocols for mental health professionals through which they can
apply ET in full extent with the use of motion tracking sensors. Specifically, we
added a Motion Recognition Camera, which tracks the patient’s movements and
places their physical body within the virtual environment, increasing their feeling
of presence and making the system more immersive. Therefore, clinicians can
assign interactive tasks for their patients to practice within a controlled virtual
environment. Results: We present the feedback we received regarding the
system’s potential utility and efficiency by a group of psychiatry professionals
who tried the system. Impact: With real-time interaction and VRET, patients
stand a better chance to truly acquire the necessary skills to overcome their
phobias.

Keywords: Virtual Reality, Cognitive Behavioral Treatments, Exposure
Therapy, Anxiety Disorders, Specific Phobias, Motion Tracking Sensor, Motion
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Introduction

Anxiety disorders share features of excessive worry and fear that cause behavioral
disturbances to the suffering individuals. Approximately 1 in 5 adults will manifest
some form of Anxiety Disorder at some point in their lives with rates being twice as
high for minors [1]–[4]. Specific phobias are a type of anxiety disorder defined as the
persistent fear of a stimulus, potentially an object or a situation, which renders the
person unable to demonstrate self-control. Specific phobias along with agoraphobia and
social phobia are one of the most common types of phobias, which in fact are
considered as sub-types of a broader category, that of anxiety disorders, according to
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-V).
According to the American Psychiatric Association [1], the lifetime prevalence of
specific phobias is approximately 7%-9% in the US and 6% in Europe, and can reach
up to 12,5% [5]. Although a lot of research has been conducted in this field over the
past few years, only a minority (8%) of people reported with specific phobias have
received any treatment [6], [7].
The most well-known treatment of various cognitive and behavioral disorders is
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) [8], [9], since it appears as the preferred method
by the majority of mental health professionals to treat phobias; this may be due to the
fact that a number of scientists claim CBT has no possible side-effect, unlike
medication [10] [11]. The basic principles of CBT focus on identifying, understanding
and altering patients’ thought and behavioral patterns. Patients are actively involved in
their own recovery, which offers them a stronger sense of control; additionally, through
therapy sessions, they obtain useful skills they ought to practice repeatedly in order to
present the desirable progress [12].
The applications of CBT, along with its different forms, have been highly efficient
so far; by evaluating previous studies, we can deduce that an average of 50% of patients
managed to decrease their phobia-related anxiety [13]–[18]. Nonetheless, certain
studies reviewing CBT results [19], [20] indicate that it is still unclear whether the
phobia returns after a short period of time or not. For instance, a recent research [21]
claims that the phobia does not return at least amid the first semester. Yet, some
scientists disclose that CBT’s benefits do not necessarily last long; specifically, another
study [22] mentions that results lasted only for the first 20 days.
Exposure Therapy (ET) is a form of CBT treatment [23] developed to help people
confront their fears in a safe environment. There are several variations of ETs, such as
‘In VIVO ET’, ‘Virtual Reality ET’ (VRET) [24], ‘Imaginary ET’ and ‘Interoceptive
ET’ (Rothbaum, Rizzo, McDaniel, & Zanov, 2015; [25] but all of them follow the same
basic procedure [26]–[28], which usually consists of the following steps:
Step 1: The cognitive sessions, where the patient is informed about their condition
and their unreasonable thought patterns; next, the patient discusses any existent
distressing thoughts and possible dreaded scenarios with the experts.
Step 2: The exposure sessions, where the patient is exposed to assorted phobic
situations with graded difficulty through In VIVO ET or VRET. This step is repeated
until the patient’s anxiety levels decrease.
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Step 3: The follow-up sessions appointed after a significant period of time in which
clinicians evaluate the overall decrease in the patient’s anxiety levels.
During In VIVO ET, patients are asked to confront the feared stimulus in real life.
However, simulating every possible scenario in real life is expensive and timeconsuming; for instance, in case a patient is suffering from aviophobia, they would have
to buy an airplane ticket and go through the entire boarding process accompanied by
their clinician, who usually charges by the hour [29], [30]. Also, in some cases, it could
lead to undesired results since displeasing occurrences may further terrorize patients
(e.g. turbulence during the flight in the early stages of ET [31]). In order to overcome
such technical issues, VRET is starting to replace In VIVO ET.
In VRET, patients are exposed to virtual, life-like, anxiety-provoking environments
instead of real stimuli [32]–[34]. Within them, they can practice tasks assigned by their
clinician in a controllable, and therefore safe, virtual environment designed to
appropriately stimulate their specific phobia, in the clinician’s office. Due to that,
patients feel more comfortable and confident; thus, they are more willing to confront
situations that cause them discomfort and explore alternative ways of responding. Also,
even though their actions occur in the virtual world, the knowledge acquired transfers
to the real world [35]. Lastly, over the last few years, studies have found VRET to be
as effective as In VIVO [32] in terms of triggering anxiety. Therefore, treatment
through VR systems could become a low-cost method of providing effective
interventions at scale.
Overall, we can conclude that ET has two primary characteristics: [a] patients have
to come in contact with the feared stimulus actively, and [b] patients have to master
how to confront and respond to said stimuli without fear or anxiety. Current VRET
applications provide contact with the feared stimulus, i.e. trigger fear through VR
videos; however, they have not yet been able to allow patients to interact actively with
the stimulus. At best, the only interaction that is currently available is via hand
controllers through which complex tasks and exercises, such as touching and moving
objects with the rest of their body (e.g. their feet) cannot be completed, due to the nature
of hand controllers’ design that only provides hand interaction. Therefore, certain
scenarios cannot be simulated. Overall, VRET has managed to stimulate patients’
anxiety through a virtual stimulus; yet, patients usually remain passive or interact
poorly, which doesn’t improve immersion, and consequently, the patient’s feeling of
presence in the virtual environment is decreased. Hence, in order for VRET to reach its
full potential and implement ET as a whole, life-like interaction must be added to
existing systems [32], [36], [37].
In this study, we present and propose a fully immersive VR System by adding a new
tool, the Motion Recognition Camera (MRC), on top of the VR technology. The MRC
tracks patients’ movements, places their physical body within the virtual environment
and gives them the impression that they are moving and interacting in full extent with
that environment, as they would in the real world. This allows patients to practice tasks
whilst in the virtual environment. By combining these technologies, we increase the
user’s immersion and presence. Additionally, we propose that Step 2 be separated into
two different cycles regarding the exposure sessions: [a] Step 2-a in which VRET is
applied as it currently is; patients come in contact with the phobic stimulus for the first
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time in a controlled environment and learn how to stay close to the stimulus without
losing their composure, and [b] Step 2-b in which patients practice possible coping
mechanisms, that differ from the ones originated from physical environment, like
concepts of avoidance and fear anticipation [38] by directly interacting with the phobic
stimulus, and by learning to control their reaction and regulate their anxiety response.
In this study, we identify Step 2-b as “Action Therapy”, to emphasize the importance
of confrontation, which needs to become a separate and independent part of the
sessions.
So, our hypothesis is whether the proposed system can provide appropriate
interaction and confrontation with the phobic stimulus, which could improve current
treatments in the future. We examined this hypothesis through a trial-run, with the
medical staff of a psychiatric clinic as participants. After completing the study, the
clinicians gave us their professional feedback on their experience with the proposed
system as well as suggestions for its further improvement.

2

Materials

2.1

Hardware

The proposed system consists of the following equipment: [a] VR Goggles (VRG):
"Gear VR" by Samsung; [b] a Mobile Phone: the "Galaxy S7" by Samsung; [c] a
Motion Recognition Camera (MRC): the "Astra S" by ORBBEC; the specifications of
the MRC are: Range: 0.6-8.0m (Optimal 0.6-5.0m), Depth Image Size: 640*480-30fps,
RGB Image Size: 1280*960-30fps, Field of View: 60° horiz. x 49.5° vert. (73°
diagonal). The MRC tracks the patient’s movements, places their physical body in the
virtual environment and gives them the impression that they are moving and interacting
with their whole body in that environment in real time, as they would in the real world.

Fig. 1. The MRC is placed in front of the user to recognize the
joints and place them inside the virtual environment.
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This allows the patient to practice tasks assigned by their clinician in the virtual
environment; [d] a Windows Desktop Computer.
2.2

Software

We created a C++ program and used the Orbbec Astra SDK, along with the Bluetooth
Windows SDK, to assist us in body recognition and its dispatching from the Desktop
Computer, which operates the MCR, to the Gear VR. Android Studio was used to create
the Bluetooth receiver program; Unity 3D was used for creating the virtual environment
depicted by the VRG; Blender 3D Computer Graphics was used for creating 3D objects,
animated visual effects and materials, and Adobe Photoshop for designing images for
the materials. Moreover, regarding the body tracking software, the Astra S MRC is
designed for skeleton tracking (Fig. 1); consequently, it can recognize the entire body
and movements of its limbs. The program we have written for the MRC tracks the joints
(Fig. 2); then, the user’s skeleton is represented in the virtual room as a set of spheres
and lines (the spheres represent the joints and the lines represent the bones connecting
joints).
2.3

System Setup

The outlined area is about 5 m² and will be referred to as the “Action Area”. In the
Action Area, the user wears the VRG and is able to observe the virtual environment.
The user does not need to wear or hold any other equipment than the VRG, in order to

Fig. 2. Users can see their skeleton inside the virtual room. Top: The
user’s right arm. Bottom: The user’s left arm.

move and interact with objects. The MRC is placed on a table at a 1 m distance from
the Action Area, so as to record the user’s movements and transfer them to the virtual
environment.
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3

Method

The proposed system was tested by twenty members of the Psychiatry Department of
the Oncological Hospital of Kifisia staff (doctors, professors, nursing staff and the
hospital’s general manager), in Athens, Greece. All of the participants were familiar
with the concept of using visual cues before (pictures, videos, standalone VR) to
stimulate fear to phobic patients. The aim of the session was for all participants to use
the proposed system and answer a small questionnaire about their experience with it.
Q1: Do you believe that Exposure Therapy could benefit from the addition of
interaction?
|___________|___________|___________|____________|___________|
NO
MAYBE-NO MAYBE MAYBE-YES
YES
Q2: Do you think that interaction with the Motion Recognition Camera in the Virtual
Environment can give real life experience?
|___________|___________|___________|____________|___________|
NO
MAYBE-NO MAYBE MAYBE-YES
YES
Q3: Do you believe that coping mechanisms learnt in virtual situations and
environments can be transferred to real-life situations?
|___________|___________|___________|____________|___________|
NO
MAYBE-NO MAYBE MAYBE-YES
YES
Furthermore, we present an implementation of Action Therapy. Spider phobia was
used as a case study. The procedure consisted of one session with two levels of
difficulty. During this session, two tasks are assigned to participants, aiming to help
them in mastering new coping mechanisms, so as to confront their phobia, habituate
with the phobic environment and eventually interact with the stimulus while remaining
under control.

Fig. 3. Top: The virtual room of Level 1. Bottom: The virtual room
of Level 2.
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Level 1
Step 1: The user enters the Action Area, while the MRC is located at a 1m distance.
This is the area where the user can walk, move and react to the stimuli. Step 2: The user
wears the VRG and enters the virtual environment (Fig. 3). Step 3: In the VR room, the
user can observe their virtual arms, as well as walk and touch whatever objects are
permitted. Step 4: The user reads the perspicuous instruction that appears at the top of
the screen. This instruction describes the task the user is expected to fulfill in the level.
Level 1 opening instruction: “Try to approach the spider” (Fig. 4). Step 5: The user
performs the requested task. The aim of the first (easy) level is to allow users to observe
the phobic object, to familiarize with it and thus exercise their response and composure
when it appears in their personal space. In Level 1, the user must: [a] observe the virtual
room: this helps users feel comfortable in the realm of the virtual environment, move
more confidently in it and realize that their physical movements control their virtual
ones in real time; [b] approach the spider in their own time whilst keeping their
composure: the user can walk towards the table, where a white spider stands still; they
can approach the spider whenever they feel ready and confident in themselves. The
spider does not move at all, which gives users confidence and a strong sense of control.
Step 6: The user reads the final instruction that appears at the top of the screen. This
instruction congratulates them on successfully completing the task and marks the end
of the first level. Level 1 final message: “Congratulations!” (Fig. 4). A demonstration
video of the system is available here: youtube.com/watch?v=Fcj9uE_wv0I.

Fig. 4. Level 1: Top: The user’s first goal is to try to approach the
spider. Bottom: Once the user has managed to get close, the
assignment is considered completed.
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Level 2
Step 1: The user remains in the Action Area without taking the VRG off, since Level 2
starts automatically once Level 1 is completed. Step 2: The user enters a new virtual
room. Step 3: The user reads the perspicuous instruction that appears at the top of the
screen. This instruction describes the task the user is expected to complete during the
level. Level 2 opening instruction: “Try hitting the spider 3 times”. (Fig. 5) Step 4: The
user performs the requested task. The aim of the second (hard) level is to allow users
to touch the stimulus and learn how to remain calm, as well as confront the spider when
it appears in their personal space. In Level 2 the user must: [a] approach the spider in
their own time whilst keeping their composure: in this level, a black spider is hanging
from the ceiling using its web, which gives it the ability to swing whenever the user
hits it. The user can walk toward the spider when they feel ready and confident in
themselves. The spider does not move unless the user hits it; this gives them time to
relax and realize that the spider will not approach them unexpectedly; therefore, they
have full control of the situation; [b] the user is requested to hit the spider three times
and manage to stay close; the width of the spider’s swing depends on the power of each
hit, which increases the user’s sense of control. They have to repeat the same action
three times, so as to gradually realize that the spider cannot truly hurt them but instead,
they can repel it if they want to; the user can even move a step back whenever the spider
swings towards them; yet, it is crucial that they keep their composure and continue until
they complete the task (Fig. 5). Step 5: After completing the task, the user reads the
final instruction that appears at the top of the screen. This instruction congratulates them
on successfully completing the task and marks the end of the second level:
“Congratulations!”.
A
demonstration
video
is
available
here:
youtube.com/watch?v=qDBbSoOrUKY.

Fig. 5. Level 2: Top: The user sees a spider hanging from its web.
Then, the instruction appears: “Try hitting the spider 3 times”.
Bottom: The user hits the spider.
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4

Results

As we can see in Figure 6, the clinicians reportedly mentioned that action is crucial for
treating specific phobias, since 80% answered “MAYBE YES” or “YES”. In Figure 7,
we can see that 80% of them answered “YES” or “MAYBE YES” to whether they think
that the proposed system with MRC interaction can simulate real-life experiences. Last
but not least, in Figure 8, we can see a reduction of positive results, since 50% of the
participating clinicians answered “MAYBE YES” or “YES” to whether coping
mechanisms acquired in a virtual environment can be transferred to the real world. Only
2 out of 20 answered “YES”.
Thereby, we conclude that not only is interaction necessary for the treatment process
but also that the proposed system can simulate an appropriate interaction between the
stimulus and the user through the VR simulation; however, according to the 20
clinicians, it is yet unclear whether virtual reality can actually assist patients in real life,
despite the full body interaction.
Overall, the participants were initially thrilled with the opportunity to interact with
the virtual environment. What was particularly interesting is that participants completed
their task easily in the first level, where they were not asked to interact with the spider;
nonetheless, during level 2, where participants were expected to interact with the
stimulus, they were amazed by the possibility of interacting with the spider in such a
straightforward way. Due to that, we can deduce that interaction with the feared object
in the spectrum of a virtual environment could be far more efficient than the sole
habituation of patients’ anxiety through vivid virtual representations of the stimulus,
i.e. images and videos. Also, even though participants were not familiar with the
technology of the proposed system, no issues emerged during the simulations (Fig. 9).

Fig. 6. The answers from the question Q1: “Do you believe
that Exposure Therapy could benefit from the addition of
interaction?”.

Fig. 7. The answers from the question Q2: “Do you think
that interaction with the Motion Recognition Camera in the
Virtual Environment can give real life experience?”.
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Fig. 8. The answers from the question Q3: “Do you believe
that coping mechanisms learnt in virtual situations and
environments can be transferred to real-life situations?”.

5

Discussion

The present study investigated the possibility of expanding current ET treatments by
adding another step, a new cycle of sessions in the procedure, the one we refer to as
“Action Therapy”. The main intention of that step is to complement the visual stimuli
already used in VRET by enhancing the confrontational capabilities of the patient
towards their phobia during the treatment process. Our hypothesis is that the experience
patients gain through the VR simulation could be more constructive and contribute
significantly to their progress.
Thus, to determine whether the proposed Action Therapy could improve ET and be
beneficial to patients, we tested the proposed system on a group of 20 people consisting
of professionals in the field of psychiatry. The aim of this trial was to introduce them
to the system and, based on their experience, get their feedback on whether or not it
could be beneficial for patients and add to their training.
Our hypothesis has been confirmed to a large extent since the majority of clinicians
found the addition of action to the existing treatment procedure promising for patients.
However, they presented their doubt whether coping mechanisms acquired during VR
could be utilized in real-life; an indication that VR has to further improve to actually
assist clinicians in the treatment of mental illnesses.
In spite of the promising feedback we received, there are limitations to take into
consideration. Regarding the procedure, the trial was conducted on only a small group
of 20 clinicians; therefore, the data was not extensive.
Another issue worthy of discussion is our choice to use the Motion Recognition
Camera instead of other motion recognition tools, in order to add interaction to the VR
system. Thanks to technological advances, there are various affordable commercial
motion tracking devices available, from the motion recognition camera to wearable
body tracking sensors, like gloves and suits with gyroscope trackers or accelerometer
trackers, and hand controllers. The main reason we did not choose to use hand
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controllers is because they limit the interaction capability of the patient’s body within
the virtual environment, thus potentially rendering their movements unnatural, i.e. they
have to press certain buttons instead of using their hands, so as to touch objects [39]–
[41]. Regarding other wearable sensors, they would make the system’s set up and
operation more complicated, only to achieve the same result. Nevertheless, the MRC
has some limitations as well, since it cannot track movements in all body parts (e.g. the
fingers) due to its tracking range (0.6-8.0m). However, the purpose of this study was
not to extensively examine the differences between different types of motion tracking
sensors, but to determine whether full-body interaction, in general, could benefit
existing treatment protocols.
Finally, another interesting aspect of our study was that MRCs offer a remarkable
feature: the tracking of the patient's physical movements is not only useful for placing
their body in the virtual environment, but also for dispatching the information obtained
by their movements in real time. Measurements of the patient’s movements as they
perform the assigned tasks can help draw further conclusions about the patient’s
performance, i.e. whether the patient completed the task effortlessly or not. This method
could even help in the field of diagnostics, by comparing that data to those of healthy
individuals.

Fig. 9. Photos from the system trial-run at the Hospital: (top)
The participant tries to hit the spider with her punches; (bottom)
The participant observes her hands in the virtual room.
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6

Conclusion

Up to now, there has been no experimental indication stemming from clinical trial
results that VRET is more effective than in VIVO ET. Nevertheless, previous studies
have found them equally effective for patients. Considering the technical issues of In
VIVO ET such as affordability, the time needed to implement it, as well as the fact that
it is impossible for clinicians to acquire every phobic stimulus, VRET seems to be at
least as helpful as In VIVO ET [42]. Acquisition costs of VR systems have dropped
significantly, making it possible for VRET to be applied in a larger scale in clinicians’
offices, either in private practice or clinics and hospitals.
Following, we propose that biomedical laboratories and tech-oriented research
centers focus more on technologies that fit the needs of anxiety disorder field. Overall,
VR applications related to anxiety disorders are still on an early stage of development,
without any solid foundations built yet. Currently, this field seeks to adapt itself to the
newly introduced technological tools [43]–[46]. At the same time, the technological
tools themselves, also need to adapt to the respective safety regulations [31]. Our aim,
through our research, focuses on encouraging the creation of systems precisely for the
needs of this industry.
Finally, we suggest the proposed system could be an effective tool in other areas. By
modifying the scenarios, it could be useful in the field of movement rehabilitation, for
people with development disorders to control their movements and improve their social
skills or in the area of forensic psychiatry, i.e. panic attacks, heart disease, epilepsy, or
to people who take drugs with large psychological effects. The means of feedback
currently in use are mainly subjective questionnaires. By adding cardiac rhythm,
sweating and other sensors that track physiological changes to our system we can offer
an objective evaluation based on the immediate bodily responses towards the stimuli
without the interference of the possible manipulation of the questionnaires by the
persons assessed.
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